Where are we going and how
do we get there?
Making a quarkonia roadmap
Ramona Vogt
LLNL and UC Davis
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Two roads diverged in a wood –
Robert Frost

 We have heard about some fantastic progress
in quarkonium physics this week, life has
been good so far at the LHC but what comes
next?
 The luminosity will ramp up but trigger
space will go down as ‘big ticket’ physics
items move to take over the program
 Now is the time to choose what observables
will give us the biggest physics ‘bang’ per
event tape, will we choose the road that
makes all the difference?
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What’s so great about measuring/
calculating pT distributions?


pT (and y) distributions are bread & butter measurements but do
they really tells us anything about the production mechanism?



Probably not much, can tune matrix elements to fix single spectra
but what comes out is not universal



Lots of trouble at low pT for everybody, resummation/smearing
needed to deal with this regime (might help itermediate pT also)



So why bother with this at all if we don’t learn anything
fundamental about production from them?


If we can – we should – and for as many states as feasible



Low pT and forward y tests collinear factorization: is there
a color glass condensate; if it isn’t at the LHC, it
probably isn’t anywhere!



Complete as possible phase 3coverage will help the heavy-ion
programs of the LHC detectors

Is CSM really working at Tevatron?
• Large uncertainties at NNLO*
• Υ(1S) calculation is prompt data times the direct
fraction but this is not so satisfying since it basically
assumes half the cross section (from feed down) not
included has the same distribution: smells like CEM logic
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• Low pT regime remains unaddressed
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• NLO calculation has smaller
uncertainties than LO thus NLO y
distribution is lower than PHENIX
data
• NLO+ (including sea-like
intrinsic charm cg -> J/ψ X) makes
calculation compatible with data
• pT dependence of NLO+ falls below
data, needs resummation at low pT
• Including IC and wide
uncertainty on χc polarization can
make calculation compatible with
PHENIX polarization data
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Butenschon and Kniehl
Global Analysis
• This is a very good step toward
trying to obtain university CO
matrix elements
• Feed down either neglected or
subtracted in comparison to prompt
J/ψ data to limit number of
parameters, basically assumes that
the χc and ψ’ distributions have the
same shape as J/ψ, just like CEM
• Fixed-target data missing, where
you can better define a K factor
(w.r.t. total σ) instead of in pT
distributions where going to the
next order introduces new set of
diagrams with different pT
dependence
• Bands represent scale variation
but choosing a different mass/scale
combination would result in
different MEs
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What about fixed-target?

• Old calculation based on NLO CO and CS contributions to
total cross section by Petrelli et al, including gg, gq
and q-anti q channels, excluding 3S1 CS coefficient
• Included feed down
• Scaled 3S1 color octet MEs from LO Tevatron fits,
retained 3S1 χc0 CO contribution, should be redone with
NLO results from global fits – that also include χc
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χc is big missing piece
 χc distributions measured at Tevatron and fits made
to pT distributions
 Few fixed-target measurements, none with nuclear
target, important for cold matter baseline
 New measurement may come from RHIC
 No polarization measurement but lots of
speculation about its effect (JPL, Wang, Faccioli)
 ‘Global’ analyses ignore feed down contributions
so far, treat prompt as simple scaling from direct
but this is not really NRQCD – shape should be
different
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Is the ψ’ worth a closer look?
 Orphan child of quarkonium physics
 No feed down, should also be dominated
by octet production in NRQCD
 Polarization is all its own, no
contributions from other states
 If this doesn’t work out, next best bet
for a clear probe is Υ(3S)
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• If the J/ψ is too light to for the
velocity expansion of NRQCD to be
appropriate, then we should turn to
the Υ – BUT -- are we ready to give
up the J/ψ pT distribution?
• Υ should work better for both
approaches (heavier = better) but
CDF polarization picture still
cloudy, both for theory and
experiment
• NB: Υ feed down contributions are
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actually worse than for the J/ψ	


If we focus on the Υ(1S), will
we get stuck on the χb?
 The more massive Υ family should enhance
the validity of perturbative calculations
 That doesn’t necessarily mean that
interpretation will be obvious
 Feed down is more complex, 2 sets of χb
states, Υ(2S) and Υ(3S) contributions also
 Υ(3S) is free of feed down, maybe that should
be the focus
 To clarify Υ(1S) polarization, need to get a
handle on χb polarization as well, otherwise
we are back to J/ψ	
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kT vs collinear
factorization
kT factorization applies when S>>s, i.e.
small x regime of high parton density

The unintegrated gluon densities in this
scheme are not very well constrained so
uncertainties are more difficult to
quantify
Polarization agrees with kT approach for
H1 but not for higher energy CDF data
where it really should work better –
smaller x
LHC should be ultimate in small x regime
but calculations in collinear
approximation do fine so far
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DGLAP evolution no longer applies and
PDFs evole in kT and x
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Other observables
• Angular correlation data from
RHIC have been very useful for
understanding production processes
in HI collisions e.g. ‘quenching’
of the away-side jet
• Here STAR looks for hadrons
opposite a J/ψ to study B -> J/ψ
fraction and thus B -> e/µ	

• Photons opposite a J/ψ could
come from χc (low energy) or CS
J/ψ + γ production
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Associated production: quarkonia +
open heavy flavor
• Wang and collaborators calculated J/ψ + c anti-c from
fragmentation to NLO

• Based on B factory results, rates could be large
• Study such events through azimuthal correlations
• Provides test of NRQCD factorization since soft-gluon exchange
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between comoving heavy particles violates standrd factorization

P. Ko et al

Double quarkonia production
• Dominant process at high pT is double CO production

• Rate is low but 4 high pT muons involves simple trigger
• Studying azimuthal correlations may simplify
measurement
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A quarkonium brick problem?


Start of global analyses very promising, but community needs
to come to some consensus about results of such analyses



Different calculations get different results by taking
different pT cuts, PDFs, scales, cutoffs, need to cross check
each other



Need to put some effort into χc, χb production



Proposal based on HI community collaborative effort: choose a
set of inputs and cuts (if needed) as well as frame (for
polarization) to check whether groups arrive at the same
result


TECHQM effort at BNL did something similar to try to
reconcile different models of energy loss



The results of the ‘brick’ problem are/have been published
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and probably led to the subsequent
JET Collaboration

Some last words


This meeting represents a good start on a consistent
effort to obtain the most useful results from the LHC
quarkonia program



A good effort to maintain collaborative phenomenological
effort between theorists and experimentalists must be in
place; second nature for some, less so for others



Some of this work can proceed within the Quarkonium
Working Group, e.g. create a subgroup with a focus on LHC



Finally, don’t separate the pp and HI quarkonium
communities, not every measurement is equally interesting
to both groups but quarkonium measurements are a major
focus of heavy ion groups



There is something for everyone and enough for all if we
choose wisely – our road should be the one that makes all
the difference
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Thanks to the organizers for a
great workshop!!
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